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TradITIONaL LaNd uSe «peeLS Off THe SkIN»

frOm THe earTH!

G
ot your attention? But it is really so! The 
«skin» of the Earth is its soil. It is the 
soil that gives us an opportunity to live 
by allowing us to grow and harvest food. 

However, the continuous use of traditional farming 
(including intensive tillage, unsustainable graz-
ing, deforestation for fuel and lack of reforestation, 
among others) destroys the soil’s fertile layer and 
makes its less productive.

A few facts about the soil that will prepare you for 
further reading1:

– Every year, 1 mm of arable land is getting erod-
ed.

– Currently, the global soil erosion rate exceeds the 
soil formation rate by 23 billion tons of soil per 
year. In other words, annually, almost 1% of arable 
lands are lost to soil erosion.

– Arable lands erode at the same rate as the peaks 
of the Himalayas. In other words, we lose as much 
soil from the agricultural ields as from the surface 
of steep mountains, where the soil simply rolls and 
slides down the mountain hills.

– Ploughing leaves the soil exposed to the erosion 
(primarily through wind and water).

– In nature, bare land can rarely be found.

– Leaving the soil without vegetation, even for a 
short period of time, makes it vulnerable to wind 
and water erosion, which increases the rate of soil 
loss manifold as compared to its natural rate.

Unfortunately, we still consider soil as a resource 
that can and should be used to obtain beneits, 
rather than as a capital, you would want to invest in 
and obtain perpetual returns. Currently, the govern-
ment and land users in different countries gradu-
ally begin to think about the future of the soil. But 
government policies in many countries incentivize 
unsustainable land management practices that are 
detrimental to soil health, and most of land users 
still continue 'murderous' land-use practices.

This newsletter issue of the Global Environment 
Facility’s Small Grants Programme (GEF SGP) 
in Uzbekistan, is mainly devoted to the preser-
vation of soil fertility for ensuring long-term food 

security of the country. Year by year, country’s 
population as well as global population continues 
to grow. In contrast, the fertility of the soil that 
give us food is declining.

The current newsletter is an attempt to highlight the 
urgency in adopting land conservation practices. 
The sooner we will do it, the more food secure we 
will be in future.

In fact, the projects covered in the current news-
letter underline one simple concept: as seldom as 
possible (and the best of all would be never) do 
not leave the soil uncovered. Cover the arable land 
with mulch of crop residues or vegetation.

We surely hope that this issue will trigger relection 
and greater adoption of land conservation practices 
recommended in the newsletter. If this happens, it 
means that we work to a good purpose.

Enjoy the reading!

1 Extracts and facts are borrowed from the book «Dirt: the 
erosion of civilisation» by D.R. Montgomery that have been 
kindly translated into Russian language by the United Na-
tions Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). We strongly 
recommend managers, working in the area of land use and 
land management in our country, to read this book. There 
are a lot of similar sources. However, they all emphasis one 
thing: soil conservation is not an environmental challenge, 
but a task of maintaining and enhancing human welfare.

Picture 1. Ratio of the fertile layer of soil,
which is able to produce food to the demand for food

Photo 1. Winter wheat under no-till with crop stubble
by Aziz Nurbekov
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HOW TO ImprOve SOIL ferTILITy

Draganchuk M.

About the author:

Mikhail Ivanovich Draganchuk is the head of the 

peasant farm «Dragmi» (Crimea, Sakskiy region, 

Elizavetovo village).

The peasant farm was established in 1991 and it 

covered 3 ha then.

Since 2006, no-till farming was implemented on 

367 ha. Currently, the farm size is 1,430 ha, and 

the no-till technique is used all over the farmland. 

The farm is situated in the dryland, with rainfall 

of 220-300 mm per year. The following crops are 

grown on the farm (the average crop yield is given 

in parentheses): winter wheat (22 c/ha), winter bar-

ley (24 c/ha), lax (10 c/ha), chickpeas (11 c/ha), 
sunlower (15 c/ha).

Y
ear by year, soil quality is deteriorating. 
People are exploiting land resources 
to obtain necessary products. Crop 
problems are attempted to be solved 

by applying different kind of tilling methods. Un-

fortunately, mechanical tillage leads to the de-
struction of soil biota, decline in organic matter, 
destruction of soil structure and erosion. And as 
a result, the soil loses its «health» and becomes 
less productive.

In order to become proitable in agricultural busi-
ness, the farmer has to solve a lot of problems:

– reduction of labour costs and cycle time;

– reduction of production costs;

– savings on fuel;

– increase in productivity of labour;

– reduction of deterioration of equipment;

– reduction of number of needed machinery;

– and so on and so forth.

All these components are very important for busi-
ness eficiency.

However, in modern agribusiness the main chal-
lenge is the preservation of the soil, which is the 
main capital of this business. The fertility of the soil 

Photo 1. M. Draganchuk demonstrates intercropping (double cropping) of sunlower and sainfoin on his ield.
Great biomass and «food» for the soil grows under sunlower plants.
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will determine what we can get from our land, how 
much and of what quality. And it will deinitely have 
an impact on the quality of life of farmers and of the 
society on the whole.

To preserve the soil it is necessary to:

– stop soil erosion (wind and water);

– reduce bulk density of soil;

– improve its structure;

– retain more soil water; and

– increase organic matter in soil.

How can it be achieved? Very easily! For this pur-
pose farmer needs:

– to stop mechanical tillage;

– not to close up plant residues into the soil, 

but to mulch and leave them on its surface;

– to keep any water that falls; and

– to reduce the number of operations on the 

ield, which will result in less soil compaction.
The table on the next page will help you to under-
stand how each of these operations affects the so-
lutions to the problems with soil.

By implementing zero tillage farming, all these 
problems can be solved.

No-till farming is the abbreviated name of the 

zero tillage in horticulture, and it refers to the 

way of sowing seeds into the soil that has not 

been agitated by any tillage.

When the soil remains intact and covered with plant 
residues, the number of all types of soil organisms 
(from microbes and fungi to arthropods) increases. 
By increasing the amount of organic matter and 
improving iniltration, no-till farming improves the 
soil.

Reduction of the number of operations on soil by 
applying no-till technique leads to savings in time, 
labour, and fuel. No-till technique allows the farmer 
to work less, earn more and still maintain his pre-

cious land. That is why this technique has spread 
throughout the world over the past 20 years. Try to 
ind at least one more technique that would prepare 
the soil more carefully! So, the zero tillage is the 
most effective way to stop soil degradation and to 
restore its productivity.

If in the irst phase of implementation of this tech-
nique farmers face the challenge of protecting the 
soil from erosion and maintaining the existing level 
of soil fertility, then in the future the challenge of 
improving soil fertility becomes the new priority in 
their work.

Therefore, in order to effectively address the issue 
of soil fertility improvement, the central attention 
should be paid to the microorganisms living in the 
soil.

Under no-till farming, we stop agitating the soil 
and leave all plant residues on the surface of 
the soil, thus favourable conditions for the de-
velopment of soil biota are created, which fa-

Photo 2. No till drilling on soil covered with crop stubble

Scientists around the world are paying 

attention to one of the main causes of the 

decreased soil ferti-lity:

«Land productivity reduces dramatically 

because of soil erosion, salt accumulation 

and depletion of nutrients.

continuous soil tillage for a long period of 

time kills bacteria and micro-organisms that 

convert organic matter into nutrients».

Professor Mary Scholes and associate 

professor Bob Scholes from the University 

of the Witwatersrand (South Africa).

Picture 1. Soil microorganisms convert organic matter into 
nutrients
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Table 1. The interdependence of the challenges and solutions to the problem of maintaining soil fertility

Soil conservation 

challenge
Solution Cause and consequences

control soil erosion 

(wind and water)

Stop mechanical tillage Ploughing and other mechanical tillage contribute to disruption of the 
soil structure as a coherent whole, the soil becomes decomposed. This 
helps the wind to blow out the particles of soil and water to wash them 
off by watering and precipitations. Because of erosion each year about 
24 billion tons of fertile soil is lost worldwide. The more we plough, the 
more soil is blown out and washed away.

do not close up crop resi-

dues in the soil, but mulch 

them and leave them on the 

soil surface 

Crop residues on the soil surface prevent wind and water erosion of 
the fertile layer of soil.

reduce soil

compaction

Stop mechanical tillage Mechanical tillage does not reduce bulk soil density, but contributes to 
its increase. Ploughing is like a «drug» that temporarily relieves symp-
toms but does not address the cause of the soil compaction, which is 
small amount of organic matter in the soil, the loss of soil biota and, 
consequently, reduction of the content of humus in the soil.

do not close up crop resi-

dues in the soil, but mulch 

them and leave them on the 

soil surface

Crop residues are food for the soil. The availability of the widest pos-
sible range of organic matter improves soil structure, improves its de-
compaction and serves as food for soil microorganisms, which "loosen" 
the soil.

reduce the number of 

operations on the ield, that 
will reduce soil compaction

A greater amount of ield trafic cause soil compaction. It is necessary 
to reduce to the ield trafic to a minimum.

Improve soil

structure

do not close up crop resi-

dues in the soil, but mulch 

them and leave them on the 

soil surface

Crop residues are food for the soil. The availability of the widest pos-
sible range of organic matter improves soil structure and its de-com-
paction, and serves as food for soil microorganisms, which "loosen" 
the soil. It improves vertical lows of water and soil porosity.

Stop mechanical tillage Mechanical tillage decomposes the soil and makes it prone to erosion. 
It disrupts biological, chemical and physical elements of the soil. Me-
chanical tillage lifts the layers of the soil, increases the soil's reaction 
with oxygen and thereby kills anaerobic soil biota (i.e. the one that 
lives in the soil without oxygen). Such microorganisms are important 
for improving soil structure. Their loss leads to deterioration of soil 
structure.

reduce the number of 

operations on the ield, that 
will reduce soil compaction

A greater level of ield trafic cause soil compaction. It is necessary to 
reduce to the ield trafic to a minimum.

retain rainfall water Optimum soil moisture should be maintained in the soil. Excessive 
desiccation of soils and subsequent excessive watering do not contri-
bute to the preservation of the optimal level of moisture in the soil. The 
more optimal the soil moisture content is, the better microorganisms 
function, the better the soil structure becomes.

retain more water

Stop mechanical tillage Any tillage operation opens the soil. The wind blows out the moisture 
from the soil faster, and the sun dries the soil up faster.

do not close up crop resi-

dues in the soil, but mulch 

them and leave them on the 

soil surface

Plant residues on the soil surface help to prevent moisture loss be-
cause of wind erosion and desiccation of the soil. The presence of plant 
residues helps to keep the moisture in the soil, reduces the amount of 
necessary watering on the irrigated lands and allows more crop yield 
due to the increased soil moisture on drylands.

Increase the 

amount of organic 

matter in the soil

do not close up crop resi-

dues in the soil, but mulch 

them and leave them on the 

soil surface

At present, annually up to 1 t/ha of humus is depleted for cultivation of 
cotton from the arable layer of the soil. When applying 1 t of manure to 
the soil, only 90 kg of humus is formed. And when leaving on the ield 1 
t of straw, 170 kg of humus is formed. Thus, just to ill the annual loss-
es, and to maintain the sustainable balance of humus, not less than 
10 t/ha of manure should have been applied only to the arable layer of 
the soil, which is not the case. Crop residues are the best alternative to 
maintain the content of organic matter in the soil.
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cilitates soil remediation. But when we harvest 
cultivated crop, soil bacteria lose their source 
of nutrition, because they eat readily available 
carbon, which plant roots excrete in the process 
of photosynthesis. And the process of develop-
ment of soil microorganisms is slowed down un-
til the next year (until the following crop growing 
cycle).

If we want not just to save the current soil fertility, 
which in itself is a challenge no. 1 for many farm-
ers, but also to increase its level at a faster pace, 
then we need to feed the soil biota, when com-
mercial crops are not planted. What is necessary 
to do this? 

It is necessary to always have plant roots in 

the soil, and permanent vegetation cover or, 

at least, mulch on the surface of the soil. To 
this end, every year after harvesting primary 
culture, it is necessary to plant cover crops. In 
the drylands crop residues should be shredded 
and left as green manure on the surface of the 
field.

Cover crops have many important characteristics 
with regard to soil fertility. They are able to:

– increase the content of organic matter in the 

soil, which contributes to the increase organic 

carbon content in soil;

– increase the number and activity of beneicial 
soil organisms;

– accumulate plant residues on the soil sur-

face;

– loosen and improve soil structure, improve 

air and water regimes;

– increase water holding capacity of the soil; 

– add nitrogen by means of biological ixation 
(legumes);

– control the growth of weeds;

– protect the ground from soil erosion (water 

and wind) and overheating;

– contribute to the circulation of nutrients in the 

soil;

– retain snow and water;  and

– reduce problems with pests and diseases.

They produce a large amount of green biomass 
and plant roots when the main commercial crop 
has already been harvested, which favour the in-
crease in the number and activity of beneicial soil 
microorganisms. This is very important, because 
the growing number of bacteria in the soil leads to 
the improvement of soil fertility.

The surface of the soil should never be bare!

Although cover crops (green manure) are just 
one of many elements of the no-till farming, but 
it should be a priority when considering the im-
provement of soil fertility. When working on it, the 
fastest results can be achieved, because grow-
ing cover crops will entail changes in the whole 
system of no-till farming. Such elements as «crop 
residues», «weed control», «soil water», «nutri-
ents», and «crop rotation» will be improved, and 

Photo 3. Cover crop residues in peasant farm «Dragmi», 
planted after harvesting winter barley

Photo 4. Cover crop residues
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the system itself will become more balanced and 
harmonious.

There are two different ways to include cover 
crops in crop rotation: succession cropping1 and 
double cropping2. Cover crops can be cultivated 
both in monoculture and in combinations (the 
so-called «cocktails»), which is even better. And 
no matter what way of growing cover crops is 
chosen, the main principle should be respected: 
there should always be plant roots in the soil 
and permanent vegetation cover on the surface 
of the soil.

Planting cover crops between every commercial 
crops enables the soil to achieve the state as close 

Photo 5. Cross-section of top soil with cover crops

to the natural as possible, and thus to dramati-
cally accelerate the processes of soil formation, 
its preservation, and also to improve signiicantly 
the fertility of the soil.

1 Succession cropping are crops that are sowed after har-
vesting annual main crops in order to get «green biomass». 
Crop yield is harvested in autumn. Legumes, grains and 
their combinations can be used as green manure.

2 Double cropping occurs when 2 crops are grown simul-
taneously on one ield. For example, sunlower and alfalfa 
can be planted on one ield. Alfalfa would cover the soil 
between the sunlower plants and would create the green 
biomass, which has its advantages, such as accumulation 
of organics in the soil, improvement of soil structure, water 
retention, accumulation of nitrogen in the soil for the future 
harvest, etc.

Photo 6. The No-till drill in use: it cuts crop residues with 
disc coulter and sows seeds right after
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HOW caN «HeaLTHy» deSerT Be prOfITaBLe?

Toshpulat Radjabov

Samarkand State University

INTrOducTION

I
f you look at Uzbekistan from space, you will see 
that most of the country’s surface is occupied by 
deserts. About 80% of its surface can be consid-
ered arid and semi-arid lands.

Main agricultural production is being carried out in 
the river valleys or where irrigation infrastructure 
has been developed. Human settlements are con-
centrated in these areas. Arid lands are left for graz-
ing and wood cutting, since these lands were once 
rich in timber resources. Unfortunately, people are 
used to associating arid lands with something bad 
and unproductive. But that is not accurate. Healthy 
arid lands can be covered with a variety of grasses, 
shrubs and trees. Healthy desert is a complex eco-
system with its own laws and associated biodiver-
sity. It produces multiple products and services like 
any other ecosystem if people use it wisely and in 
a sustainable way. Here are just a few services and 
products of healthy arid lands that are most visible 
and tangible for humans:

1. Protection of infrastructure

Healthy arid land is covered with vegetation that 
protects habitats and infrastructure from sand ac-
cumulation. The state spends a lot of money to 
clean up transport infrastructure (roads and rail-
ways) from the sand, but presence of vegetation 
cover can signiicantly reduce or eliminate these 
costs.

2. Fodder for cattle

Arid lands are very fragile systems surviving in harsh 
conditions. Therefore, any injudicious intervention 
can seriously harm the health of drylands. This 
also applies to the use of the dryland for pasture. 
This ecosystem requires animal grazing to func-
tion properly. Desert steppes, for instance, need 
ungulates to help break the crust on the soil sur-

face to stimulate the germination of dryland plants. 
They eat off the plant but they leave as much as is 
needed for further growth of the plant. Animals help 
spread plant seeds over vast dryland areas. Des-
ert steppes were mostly inhabited by saiga ante-
lope and gazelle that helped the plants spread over 
vast areas. But people have almost destroyed their 
populations, and most arid lands were left without 
much needed ungulates.

People have replaced ungulates with livestock. But 
there is a big difference between what nature does, 
and what a person does. Nature regulated ungulate 
populations in arid lands according to its carrying 
capacity. Animal population size formed accord-
ing to the available plant food. In good years, more 
animals were born compared to the bad years. So 
desert regions have always had as many animals 
as they needed. Animals roamed across arid lands 
feeding on dryland plants and reviving them again, 
giving them a chance to recover. Unfortunately, peo-
ple ignore these «limitations» of arid lands. People 
have as many animals grazing as they need and it 
often does not match up to the capabilities of the 
desert. In addition to population size, the cycle of 
pasture use is often not being adhered to. It makes 
it impossible for this land to recover.

Today, non-systematic use of pastures and over-
grazing have signiicantly damaged the health of 
arid lands. Thus, arid land produces less vegeta-
tion compared to the potential productivity when it 
is being used in a sustainable way.

If one would try to use the resources of arid lands 
according to their capacity and follow the natural 
vegetation growth cycles as well as invest in dry-
land recovery, one could grow more fodder in a 
long term.

3. Arid resources as a source of fuel

Many elements are important for health of arid 
lands. One of them is dryland trees and shrubs 
that form the centers of plant communities. If this 
«center» is used wisely and in a sustainable way, 
it would provide irewood for local populations for a 
long time. If one would practice clear cutting with-
out taking into consideration natural regrowth pro-
cesses in arid lands, a bare dryland surface would 
thrive instead. This dryland won’t produce at all. 
Unfortunately, this process is taking place in many 
areas at the moment.

It is important for the health of arid lands, as any 
other land, that its surface is covered with vegeta-
tion. In reality, however, vegetation cover in dry-
lands across the country is rather uniform. Due 
to improper use of pastures, overgrazing, forest 
cutting and use of shrubs for irewood vegetation 
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cover is severely degraded. This kind of arid land 
cannot be considered healthy and it does not pro-
duce the amount of products and services that it 
would otherwise.

Our apprOacH and prOjecT mOdeL

We would like to convey the following with our pro-
ject:

I. Arid lands should be protected as natural capital 

and as any other element of nature. To receive proit 
from arid land, one should invest in it. Investing in 
nature would enable one to receive “dividends” in 
the long term.

II. Cattle should be grazing in arid lands. Without 
livestock or wild ungulates desert will degrade. But 
cattle populations should be managed wisely and 
not exceed the carrying capacity of the system. If 
the carrying capacity of the land is exceeded, arid 
land will be degrading faster and in each subse-
quent year it will produce less forage.

III. One can and should collect irewood in arid 
lands. It should be done wisely too. Firewood can 
be collected from dry shrubs. But if the trees are 
to be cut down, no more irewood would be avail-
able.

In our project, we tried to explore what would hap-
pen if people would try to use arid lands in an un-
conventional way. The project was performed in 
Dzharkurgan district of Surkhandarya region.

This area is dominated by a sandy type of arid 
pasture which is mainly used for grazing. This type 
of pasture under overgrazing conditions is more 
prone to rapid change in properties of its native 
vegetation and soil cover compared to other types 
of pasture. Under non-regulated and prolonged 
use of sandy pasture for grazing, destruction of 
soil cover and then a fundamental change in natu-
ral vegetation structure can be observed. A lot of 
soil surface becomes broken under animal tram-
pling and sands become mobile. They can move 
further to areas inhabited by humans. A signiicant 
damage to infrastructure can be caused by this 
process.

In addition, people living nearby cut down almost 
all the trees and shrubs they can ind. Elders re-
member that when they were young, the area was 
covered by dry woodlands. Now one would hardly 
ind roots of trees.

The process of sandy pasture degradation can 
be currently observed over large areas and is still 
continuing at an accelerated pace in Dzharkurgan 
area. Similar situations can be observed in other 
regions of the country.

To stop this process, a complex of phytomelioration 
measures (variating the types of species grown on 
land in order to maintain its fertility) that would re-
store degraded dryland is needed. It is necessary 
to sow and replant native species in drought-prone 
areas.

The main objective of the project is to create a 
model that will restore the health of arid land so that 
it could turn into a lasting source of fodder for sus-
tainable development of dryland pasture, support 
livestock husbandry and serve as a stable source 
of irewood for local population.

The area chosen for the project is characterized 
by typical degraded sandy arid land. Under the 
inluence of excessive grazing and shrub cutting, 
indigenous species of local lora were on the 
verge of extinction. Vegetation cover is repre-
sented mainly by plant species of low palatability 
and plants with low forage values indicating typi-
cal degradation of pasture vegetation. In terms of 
basic nutritional value of present plant species, 
this pasture was no longer able to provide fodder 
and was impractical for pasture use. Sands at 
the site were of mobile and partly mobile charac-
ter (Photo 1).

During the project execution, seeding and plant-
ing of seedlings of drought-resistant forage spe-
cies of local lora were performed. Field work was 
conducted in the winter of 2009 and 2010 in the 
project area of 60 hectares in total. The following 
plant species were used to restore and reclaim de-
graded pastures: Black saxaul (Haloxylon aphyl-
lum), a salt-resistant shrub species Salsola richteri, 
in small quantities perennial grass species Aristida 

karelinii, and a shrub species Calligonum microcar-

pum.

The plots were observed and controlled during 5 
years after planting. Animal grazing and cutting for 
irewood was limited. This work shows the results 
obtained ive years after adoption of phytomeliora-
tion measures. A study was conducted to assess 
the results of the recovery process and the current 
state of the site. Field observations were carried 
out in the beginning of June 2015.

The results of the study showed that the recovered 
desert land has high fodder and wood supplies. 
After the successful adoption of phytomelioration 
measures three different types of plant communi-
ties dominated by Calligonum microcarpum, Sal-

sola richteri and Black saxaul species (Haloxylon 
aphyllum) have established. The average size of 
the area covered by vegetation reached 37.6% 
which is respectively higher than in sandy pasture 
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lands under similar conditions. A more detailed as-
sessment of botanical and economic characteris-
tics of each pasture type can be found in a separate 
article on the GEF SGP website. Here we present 
only several pasture types.

Currently, vegetation at the project site is showing 
important signs (plant species as phytoindicators) 
of pastures in the process of restoration. Before in-
troduction of the measures, the project area was 
represented by two main plant communities which 
had very low forage values. After the adoption of 
phytomelioration measures, which were running for 
ive years, these plant associations naturally gave 

way to other characteristic plant species. They 
formed a healthy pasture with more characteristic 
sandy dryland vegetation communities with high 
economic value. Restoration and development of 
different plant communities (Astragalus, Aristida 
species, etc.) contributed to consolidation of sand 
and thus formed the necessary conditions for de-
velopment of other annual and perennial plant spe-
cies (Photo 3).

pOTeNTIaL fOr fOrage prOducTION

Forage potential was evaluated for the plant spe-
cies in the project area. Sections with different 

Photo 1. Detail of degraded pasture land prior to the phytomelioration measures.
April 2010

Photo 2. Self-regeneration of Bindweed species (Convolvulus divaricatus)
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dominant species can vary in their fodder values. 
Calligonum-dominated plant community type had 
a total of 18.0 centner/ha productivity of perenni-
al and annual plants. Total productivity of Salsola 

richteri is 25.3 centner/ha. The highest increase in 
productivity was found in Black saxaul dominated 
plant community where the annual growth of veg-
etation was 57.5 centner/ha.

The project area was grazed by cattle owned by 
one family throughout the study period. Accurate 

livestock population data could not be obtained. 
Field observations showed that lack of grazing on 
pastures of the project area during ive years start-
ed to affect the occurrence of some important plant 
species. It is another piece of evidence for the im-
portant presence of grazing animals. Lack of graz-
ing in rangeland areas contributes to accumulation 
of dead plant matter. In the long term it worsens 
the condition of vegetation that eventually leads to 
pasture degradation. Balanced pasture use is es-
sential for keeping the desert in its healthiest state. 

Photo 3. Stabilizing the sands by Aristida karelinii species

Photo 4. General view of Callygonum microcarpum dominated vegetation type
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The rate of grazing in arid areas is 0,2-0,3 small 
cattle heads per 1 hectare.

According to obtained results, we can say that fol-

lowing the reclamation, this area can produce 
33 kg/ha of fodder per year on average. At a daily 
rate of fodder needed for one sheep being 2.5 kg 
dry matter the land can produce enough feed for 2 
small cattle heads per hectare without compromis-
ing the long-term condition of dryland vegetation.

Thus, forage from three different types of pasture 
in the project area has high fodder quality values. 
Under natural conditions, plant species that are 
typical for sandy pasture, would not have such a 
high productivity. Once sown in the project area, 

however, their productivity increased compared to 
performance in other conditions.

It should be noted that most of the forage consisted 
of a single plant species. Thus, in the Saxaul and 
Salsola dominated plant communities main fodder 
component (90%) accounted for such species as 
Black saxaul and Salsola species. Extremely high 
accumulation of annual growth in the project area 
was primarily associated with high plant density, 
which does not always have positive consequenc-
es. The number of Black saxaul plant individuals 
in Saxaul dominated plant communities was char-
acterized by high numbers of dominant species 
occurrence which reached up to 2,235 individu-

Photo 6. General view of Black saxaul dominated vegetation type

Photo 5. General view of Salsola richteri dominated vegetation type
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als per hectare. However, the optimal plant den-
sity of Black saxaul should be within the range of 
800-1,000 individuals per hectare (Shamsutdinov, 
1975). In fact, the natural rate was doubled in this 
case. It shows that black Saxaul can also be used 
sustainably for irewood (see below). This indicator 
in the project area is much higher than the recom-
mended standard rate.

An identical situation with high feed stocks was 
observed in Salsola richteri vegetation community 
where 94% of the annual increase was accounted 
for by Salsola richteri species. Dominance of one 
plant species in this case (despite success in spe-
cies productivity) does not provide enough diver-

sity in animal forage. From this perspective, emer-
gence and spread of other shrub and semi-shrub 
plant species in vegetation composition can be a 
criteria for increasing the economic value of arid 
land in the project area.

fIreWOOd SuppLy

Study indings have shown that restored areas have 
high volume of timber stock. The main species in 
each grazing area are represented by dominant 
species: Salsola richteri, Saxaul and Calligonum 

microcarpum. Calligonum microcarpum dominated 
plant communities have relatively low contribution 
to the overall timber stock. Below we present the 
timber supply for each species.

Photo 7. Successful development of Salsola richteri plant on previously degraded pastures.
Plant height is about 3.5 meters

Photo 8. The diameter of Salsola richteri trunk can reach up to 13.4 cm
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Salsola richteri dominated communities. Stud-
ies have shown that Salsola richteri dominated 
vegetation types performed best on sandy soils 
after ive vegetation seasons following the phy-
tomelioration measures. In addition to accumula-
tion of large fodder supplies, this species also had 
a high stock of timber. Average number of Salsola 

richteri individuals per hectare was 502 plants. Due 
to favorable soil conditions average Salsola richteri 
species height was 3.6-3.8 m, and the diameter of 
its crown ranged from 4.0-4.5 m (Photo 7).

According to our calculations, Salsola richteri spe-
cies formed 14.6 tons of dry wood mass per hect-
are in sandy pasture of the project area.

Haloxylon aphyllum (Black saxaul) dominated 
communities. A peculiar feature of Black saxaul 
grove is a high rate of the plant density per unit area. 
The average height of the plant varies between 
2.5-3.0 m and 2.0-2.5 m in crown diameter. Black 
saxaul vegetation communities formed a dense 
thicket during the ive years after the phytomeliora-
tion measures, which led to a signiicant accumula-
tion of wood stock. According to our estimates, the 
average number of Black saxaul individuals is 2235 
plants per hectare. It generated 14.1 tons of Black 

saxaul dry wood mass. 82% wood stock of Haloxy-

lon aphyllum had on average a stem diameter of 3 
to 8 cm. The remainder of the timber stock consists 
of secondary shoots. Their thickness is less than 
3 cm.

Calligolum microcarpum dominated communi-

ties. Calligonum microcarpum dominated commu-
nities have a relatively low potential in forming the 
wood stock compared to Salsola richteri and Saxaul 
species. This is due to the smaller size of the crown 
of the plant and particularly intense branching of 
secondary shoots. Average height of the crown is 
about 1.3-1.5 m with an average diameter of the 
crown 1.7-1.9 m. The exception were the bushes. 
Their height exceeded 3.0 m (Photo 9).

Average number of Calligonum microcarpum spe-
cies per hectare was about 1,400 plant individuals. 
Despite the high number of Calligonum microcar-

pum individuals, it formed about 1.5 tons of air-dry 
timber per hectare.

Thus, remedial measures in degraded areas con-
tributed to a signiicant accumulation of timber 
stock in the pasture area. On average, three pas-
ture areas produced 10.1 tons of dry mass wood 
stock per hectare. As previously indicated, Black 
saxaul and Salsola richteri species were charac-
terized by high rates of wood stock produced. It 
is therefore necessary to reduce the numbers of 
Calligonum microcarpum plant species to improve 
sustainability of pasture ecosystems. That is why 
planned phytosanitary logging in these areas is a 
necessary control measure.

Average volume of wood cutting can reach up to 
1-3 tons/hectare per year on average after phy-
tomelioration measures to manage the desert in a 
sustainable way without adverse effects on human 
health or health of the ecosystem.

SImpLe caLcuLaTIONS

Unfortunately, to date, we were unable to conduct a 
full economic analysis for calculating the effects of 
drylands recovery. But simple calculations can be 
done for each farmer or residents of desert lands 
who own degraded areas.

The cost of dryland restoration can be reduced to 
several components:

1. Work and time necessary to collect seeds. All 
seeds of the plants to be seeded in the area to be 
recovered area can be collected manually. For opti-
mal plant mixture to be used for dryland restoration 
3 to 5 kg of seeds are suficient. One person can 
collect this amount of seeds in few hours.

2. Sowing seeds. Sowing seeds can be per-
formed in several ways. a) Manual sowing is the 
cheapest but most time-consuming method. One 
hectare of the area can be planted by one per-
son in 2 to 3 hours. b) Sowing using machinery 

Photo 9. Height of a large Calligolum microcarpum 
individual reaches 3 m on ixed sands
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such as simple tractor with harrow. Costs of this 
method depend on the type of machinery used, 
its rental value and the cost of fuel used in the 
process of seeding. c) Using cattle in the process 
of sowing is the most effective method. The area 
of planned reclamation is to be walked over by a 
lock of sheep, then manually sowed with seeds, 
after which the sheep lock is to be walked over 

the area again. Thus, the hooves of sheep will 
contribute to establishing of seeds in the soil.

3. The costs of protection of the land from the po-
tential damage. It is probably the most important 
task to prevent the restored area from premature 
and excessive use. It is necessary to «give rest» 
to the recovered area for 2 to 3 years and prevent 
grazing and cutting of vegetation in these areas. In 

Photo 10. Seeding of Black saxaul plant seeds using a mini tractor at Djeiran Ecocenter.
After the tractor prepared the land, the seeds of Saxaul are planted, which are afterwards covered with soil by using the harrow

Photo 11. The project owns its success to the dedication of Dzhumaev family
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our project, protection of restored area was made 
possible by the family of Namoz Dzhumaev.

as a reward for restoration of the dryland area 
the owner receives up to 2-3 tons/hectare of ire-
wood per year and the possibility of using the area 
for pasture with 2-3 heads of small ruminant cat-
tle. Taking into account the average cost of Black 
saxaul and Salsola richteri wood of 0.2-0.3 USD 
per 1 kg1 and the average cost of small ruminant 
cattle heads of 150 USD, 1 ha of dryland can bring 
the owner on average annual income of 300-500 
USD. Based on this estimated value recovered arid 
area of 60 hectares generates 18,000-30,000 USD 
income in a year. At the same time, direct invest-
ment costs can be dificult to calculate. But accord-
ing to rough estimates, primary reclamation costs 
account for about 3,000-4,000 USD. Subsequent 
costs are equal to the costs of protecting the area 
and sustainable management of arid land (costs of 
grazing and sanitary cutting).

The wholesale price of Black saxaul wood in Ka-
zakhstan and Russia is 160-180 USD per ton. In 
fact, establishment of commercial Saxaul planta-
tions with a sustainable method of dead wood col-
lection and sanitary wood trimming can also serve 
as a good example of a business model. It can at 
the same time become a solution for a global prob-
lem of restoration of desert lands in Uzbekistan.

pracTIcaL recOmmeNdaTIONS

The obtained results and their analysis are the ba-
sis for our conclusion that this model of degraded 
sandy drylands, as in the Dzharkurgan area, has a 
high potential for widespread use in other degrad-
ed deserts in Uzbekistan. We have a lot of desert 
lands, particularly degraded dry pastures, which 
can and should be restored. People living in these 
areas could then receive a stable income. Several 
simple things have to be done to achieve this:

– take the above steps to restore the desert land;

– manage arid ecosystems wisely through limiting 
current resource use so that in the future desert 
could recover on its own;

– observe nature and try to «copy» the natural pro-
cesses.

Based on the experience gained in Surkhandarya 
region we can give some practical recommenda-
tions for the continuation of this experience:

– Those who want to restore the desert to gener-
ate income, need to sow a mixture of dryland plant 
species, diversify fodder plant species and various 
semi-shrub species, especially Black saxaul and 
Salsola richteri. This will help create a multi-season 
pasture.

– Grazing in arid lands is recommended in early 
spring and late autumn and winter. Animals would 
feed on perennial semi-shrub and shrub species. 
In summer grazing is not recommended, as san-
dy rangelands are prone to rapid destruction of 
the structure of sands under animal hooves. It is 
important to adhere to the recommended rates of 
grazing.

– It is necessary to carry out a systematic and ra-
tional phytosanitary trimming of Black saxaul and 
Salsola richteri plant species.

GEF SGP is ready to continue work on restoration 
of desert land and is waiting for proposals from in-
terested parties.
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Photo 12. A panoramic view of the degraded desert area (on the left of the road)
and of the restored one (on the right)

1 Wholesale price on the markets of Kazakhstan and 
Russia. 
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THe mOST vaLuaBLe INveSTmeNT IN agrIcuLTure gIveS

THe greaTeST dIvIdeNdS1

Alexey Volkov

F
arming, even when it is facing challenges, 
is only being handled as a business activity 
aimed at bringing proit. The effectiveness 
of agribusiness depends, however, on how 

well a business owner or owners (in this business 
farmers) manage this kind of business and all asso-
ciated processes, particularly in the long term.

It is well known that the main factors of agricultural 
production are labor, land (resources) and capital. 
And therein lies the main problem that agriculture is 
currently facing in our country. Nature is common-

ly viewed as a resource that has to be utilized 

but not as a capital worth investing in to receive 

additional products in the future. This perspec-

tive has to be changed for agriculture to thrive 

and develop in a sustainable way.

Soil, water, and biodiversity are at the core of 
the main agricultural assets. One does not receive 
natural capital for free. One should constantly in-
vest in it and always maintain its optimal working 
condition. Only in this way can natural capital work 
eficiently in order to create additional products. In 
other words, the farmer has to invest in his own re-
sources to get proit (dividends) from them. But the 
problem persists in the fact that farmers do not view 
nature (soil, water and biodiversity) as capital. They 
see nature as a resource that is mostly free to use. 
However, one must invest in order to receive.

This concept deines many known problems in us-
ing natural resources in agribusiness. As mentioned 
above, natural resources, including soil, water, and 
biodiversity, represent capital resources in agribusi-
ness. But they can undergo “depreciation” on the 
long-term without investing in their maintenance.

SOIL reSOurceS

Let's start with soils. Agricultural activity should be 
as productive as possible to be considered a lucra-
tive business. Since agriculture is dependent on soil 
resources, soils should be kept fertile and healthy 
in a long-term perspective. To harvest suficient 
amounts of various crops, soils should have a cer-
tain level of fertility without drastic luctuations in it. 
In a way, this approach resembles the way of main-
taining vehicles and machinery: one should invest 

in soils so that they stay fertile for generations 

to come.

Soil fertility and health also depend on many biolog-
ical processes. Microorganisms that work and live 
in the soil are needed for these processes. They, 
in turn, need food. Food for the microorganisms is 
an organic component in these processes. Without 
this component, no humus will be formed and soils 
will lose fertility. It is common knowledge among the 
farmers but only a few take action to support organ-
ic matter content accumulation in the soil. After just 
one harvest of wheat or cotton from a hectare-sized 
ield, about one ton of humus can be withdrawn. Or-
ganic matter is also lost in the form of the harvest 
itself and plant stems and leaves. One hectare of 
only crop stalks and leaves can lose up to 22 tons 
of organic matter within 17-18 months. For soils to 
remain fertile, it is necessary to replenish the with-
drawn organic matter so that it is transformed into 
humus.

Now let us discuss how to enrich the soils with or-

ganic matter. Organic matter content needs to be 
constantly replenished. Adding one ton of manure 
produces only 90 kg of humus. In order to make up 
for one ton lost from soil as a capital resource, the 
farmer must contribute back into the soil not less 
than 10 tons of manure per 1 ha. But this is not 
always happening. Farmers do not consider proper 
fertilizing necessary, as the soil is being viewed as 
a resource that must be used, not as a capital that 
has to be protected and replenished.

But the farmer should take care of the soil. And we 
will discuss here other, more useful alternatives for 

1 The article has been prepared to support the conference 
on Priority directions of stable agribusiness development 
under modernization in agriculture, Tashkent, 2015.

2 There are other abiotic processes besides the ones in 
the soil. Soil fertility is also dependent on optimal climatic 
conditions.

Photo 1. Traditional soil processing method of plowing is 
destroying the fertile layer and microorganisms in the soil
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soil conservation and increasing organic matter 
content for its transformation into humus.

NO TILL farmINg TecHNOLOgy

It is necessary to consider and stop plowing the soil 
although it might sound illogical at irst. No till technol-
ogy has existed for a long time and it is actively be-
ing developed around the world. In Uzbekistan, this 
technology is developing and spreading very slowly 
with only the irst tentative steps being taken.

To start with, we will discuss why one should re-
strain from plowing the soil. During the plowing pro-
cess, the upper fertile layer of the soil becomes ex-
posed to wind and water erosion. The magnitude of 
these processes is higher under plowing compared 
to the rates of erosion under natural conditions in 
each given area. Furthermore, traditional plowing 
practices cause the loss of soil microorganisms. 
Soil microorganisms are then literally washed out 
of the soil and cause further soil microbial diversity 
depletion. The presence of these microorganisms, 
however, is essential for soil health since they work 
on «repairing» it.

Now we will explain why we should use no till tech-
nology. Basically, these are the same reasons as in-
centives for soil conservation mentioned above. No 
till technology does not destroy soil and preserves all 

the different microorganisms in it. An integral part of 
this technology is mulching plant residues and leav-
ing them on the soil surface. Mulch is the organic 
matter that is needed as a source of «food» for soil 
microorganisms that convert it into humus. In addi-
tion, soils being managed through no till technology 
and mulching remain protected from wind and wa-
ter erosion, maintaining the important fertile layer. 
Mulching also keeps moisture in the soil, saving large 
amounts of water for irrigation and creating more fa-
vorable conditions for the life of soil microorganisms. 
Traditional plowing technology leaves the soil bare 
and exposed to the solar radiation.

We should also note that using no till technology, 
the farmer spends much less inancial and material 
resources for manufacturing operations.

pHyTOmeLIOraTION aNd greeN maNurINg

Both of these technologies are intended to serve the 
same purpose: to enrich the levels of soil organic 
matter. Green manuring denotes sowing crops with 
a purpose of leaving them on the ground as fertil-
izer for the production of organic matter. The farmer 
does not harvest or sell these crops. Phytomeliora-
tion is a broader concept of improving the land by 
means of plant propagation. We will devote more 
attention to phytomelioration in the next newsletter.

Photo 2. Mulching is a way of protecting soil and an important method stimulating humus production
by soil microorganisms

Table 1. A comparison of beneits for growing wheat on traditional technology and No tillage
Indicators plowing as usual No till technology

productivity, centner (100kg) /ha 23.3 18.9*

gross income, sum 2,330 х 292=680,360 1,890 х 292=551,880
Expenses, sum 564,600 385600

cost price per 1 kg grain 242.3 204.0

Net income, sum 680,360 - 564,600=115,760 551,880 - 385,600=166,280

Proitability,% 20.5% 43.1%
*The low yield under no-tillage was determined by the fact that the ield under no-tillage was watered only twice per ag-

ricultural cycle, whereas the ield with traditional tillage was watered six times. If the ield was watered under no-tillage 
as many times as under traditional tillage, the yield would be the same (or even more)
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Green manuring is one of those tools of enriching 
soil organic matter and improving soil as a natural 
capital that we have mentioned above. The farmer 
can invest in soil capital by applying the green ma-
nuring technique on his land. Since crops used in 
the process of green manuring stay on the ground, 
soil organic matter is returned to the soil. Thus the 
farmer can invest in soil fertility for the future pro-
ductive use of his land.

However, investing in the future of this natural capital 
component is viewed negatively by many farmers. 
It can be even described as a phantom perspective 
from the viewpoint of a farmer caring about productiv-
ity of his crops at present. It's hard to translate man-
agement for sustainable soil fertility in the speciic 
igure of the income for «tomorrow’s» needs in agri-
business. In addition, to invest in fertility, the farmer 
has to spend money «today» while the income will 
only be generated in the future. It is very dificult to 
calculate how much additional yield would be gener-
ated from additional content of organic matter in the 
soil and how much an increase of the humus con-
tent, for example, from 0.5% to 0.7%, would bring to 
the farmer. But it should and it can be evaluated in 
monetary terms for each farmer.

As in any other business, one needs to igure out 
which investments will bring the highest beneit. 
Therefore, affordable ways to return the soil organic 
matter should be calculated for each individual farm-
er. Since all farmers have different resources avail-
able, iguring out the best option requires taking into 
account this and other factors. One farmer can have 
a lot of available manure for soil fertilization while an-
other one might not have access to suficient water 
resources and cannot afford to sow the crops purely 
for the purpose of green manuring. The farmer still 
has an option of using mulch and winter crops for 
enriching soil humus content in this case.

WaTer reSOurceS

The situation with the availability and use of water 
resources in agriculture is much more complicated. 
If a farmer receives the land for a long period (49 
years for example) he will actively consider it impor-
tant to maintain fertile soil for his future crops. But 
generally water resource use can be described as 
extremely wasteful. Since the natural precipitation 
amount varies annually, sustainable use of irriga-
tion water tends to be a novelty among farmers.

A possible approach to treating water resources as 
natural capital through investing in them is preserv-
ing the soil moisture. You can see how the moisture 
retention process occurs in natural conditions: there 
is no excessive watering. This can only be found for 
loodplain ecosystems, such as riparian forests. In 

other cases the soil primarily receives the moisture 
from precipitation events. Soil moisture can be kept 
more stable by having a vegetation cover rather than 
leaving arable land bare. These same methods can 
and should be borrowed from nature and applied in 
agriculture. By and large, this has been done in other 
countries, and continues to be widely implemented. 
The same should be done in our country.

Drip irrigation

The government has committed itself to the develop-
ment of this technology. Unfortunately, we are mov-
ing in this direction only by farmers who are open 
for advanced technology or farmers whose lands 
experience water shortages. Analysis conducted by 
an NGO «KRASS»3, within our project on drip irriga-
tion in Namangan region, showed that this technol-
ogy could lead to signiicant improvement in many 
performance indicators. But farmers face dificulties 
in order to obtain promised loans for purchasing drip 
irrigation systems due to a large number of adminis-
trative barriers. For this reason, adoption of drip ir-
rigation technology is moving forward very slowly.

No till technology

Using no till technology and mulching does not only 
protect soils and retain water. Advantages from 
practicing this management technology go beyond 
that. Total savings of water/keeping higher moisture 
levels can reach up to 2,000 m3/ha.

There are a number of other technologies for water 
conservation, including the laser leveling of ields with 

3 See the article on the economic analysis of the use of drip 
irrigation systems on our website: http://sgp.uz/en/projects/
climate_change/942

For more details please visit:
http://sgp.uz/ru/publications/publications/787
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Cost-beneit analysis of drip irrigation system introduction compared to the traditional irrigation 
method. all calculations are presented per 10 hectare-sized area

Indicators Unit
Cotton, 10 

ha
Wheat, 10 

ha

Orchard 
(apple), 10 

ha
Remarks

Investments Soum 88,360,000 91,560,000 50,360,000

The cost of a drip irrigation system 
included the cost of purchasing 
the ilm to cover the reservoir for 
supplying water to the drip irriga-
tion system

Total beneits Soum/

year
26,890,709 21,450,729 30,104,813 Compared to traditional irrigation

Reducing water 
resources usage

m3/year 117,600 66,000 114,550
Saving water was calculated on 
basis of differences in irrigation 
technologies (watering frequency)

Energy usage
savings

Soum/
year

4,999,680 3,175,200 3,206,784 

Due to a signiicant reduction 
in run time of the pumps power 
consumption was signiicantly re-
duced for the season 

Saving diesel fuel
Soum/
year

1,087,500 37,500 37,500

Diesel fuel was saved by reducing 
the number of agro-technical mea-
sures. Price is 2,500 sum per liter 
on average*

Saving on agro-
technical mea-

sures (cultivation, 
fertilization, etc.)

Soum/
year

850,000 50,000 50,000

Saving on mineral 
fertilizer

Soum/
year

1,143,000 377,500 0
Assimilation rate of mineral fertil-
izers is 90-95%, whereas under 
traditional irrigation it is 30-35%

Savings on
manpower

Soum/
year

2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000

Beneit from pro-
ductivity increase

Soum/
year

16,000,000 15,000,000 24,000,000
Productivity is increased by about 
40%, but depends on the quality 
rating of the soil in each case

Exemption from 
land tax

Soum/
year

810,529 810,529 810,529

Soil-score of the land taken as 60 
on average (6th grade of the soil, 
correction factor is 6.78). Land tax 
is taken as for base grade 1 land 
(11,954.7 sum) in Uychi district of 
Namangan region.

Payback period years 3.3 4.3 1.7

* Prices are given at the time of preparing of the economic analysis in 2013
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savings up to 25% of irrigation water, and the separa-
tion of irrigation channels in the network from water 
users associations, with potential savings of up to 50% 
water used for irrigation, which we described earlier.4

BIOdIverSITy

Farmers usually don’t consider biodiversity as an im-
portant element of natural capital in their agricultural 
activity. However, pollinators, for example, constitute 
one of the main biodiversity elements important for 
increased productivity and plant development pro-
cesses. If there are no pollinators, productivity will fall 
steadily. Nature did not create in vain a similar mecha-
nism of plant propagation. It needs the help of insects 
that carry pollen. A number of studies have assessed 
the value of pollination services for agriculture. Global 
yields without pollinators would have decreased in the 
amount of 190-300 billion euros per year. Farmers 
in many countries pay beekeepers to have beehives 
close to the ields during lowering season. We have, 
unfortunately, only few measures for using pollinators, 
both wild and domesticated (honeybees).

What should be done to support pollinators? First, 
there is a need to create islands of habitats for wild 

pollinators and birds. These specially designated 
areas should not have human interference to lim-
it the growth of wild vegetation. In many western 
countries, farmers use the following algorithm. For 
every 100 hectares of arable land they set aside 
0.1 to 1 hectare of wilderness, dominated by shrubs 
and trees. Insects and birds feeding on pests 
should have a habitat in close proximity to farmers' 
ields that should be pollinated. One study showed 
that coffee yields, for example, fall up to 20% if the 
habitat of pollinators is at a distance greater than 1 
km from coffee plantations. For many farmers in our 
country, it may seem strange and unnecessary. And 
this lack of understanding again comes from ignor-
ing the need to recognize the importance of natural 
capital for agribusiness.

Islets of wildlife can be replaced with other habi-
tats, but they should rather be complemented with 
hedgerows (or shelter belts) that in themselves car-
ry a lot of other useful features, such as prevention 
of topsoil loss through reducing wind speeds and 
wind erosion. It would in turn mean increase in soil 
moisture and better water conservation. Hedgerow 
vegetation could also be a source of irewood and 
could be used for other purposes.

Another way to increase natural pollination services 
is to promote beekeeping and avoiding the use of 
chemicals that kills insects. We need to move from 
artiicial plant protection methods to more natural, 
biological ones.

In conclusion, we would like to note that often, de-
spite the efforts that a man can make in a way he 
manages the land, nature does a better job. That is 
why it is necessary to observe the processes in na-
ture, carefully study them and try to repeat them. A 
change of thinking and viewing nature as capital will 
bring dividends. These dividends will be higher than 
those that farmers are currently getting. It is nec-
essary to understand that soil, water, and biodiver-
sity are irreplaceable elements of natural capital in 
agriculture and, as any capital investment, require 
preservation and sustainable improvement so that 
they can add value to agricultural products in the 
long term.

Increase in yield in presence of pollinating bees* 

In horticulture:

1.19 times – from peach trees to 26.4 times from 

cherry trees

cotton yield:

Number of boxes +43.6%
Cotton weight +12.8%

*Data provided by Sherali Suyarkulov, Fergana Union 

of Beekeepers, fspbee@gmail.com

4 Issue number 4 newsletter GEF SGP, which can be found on 
our website: http://sgp.uz/en/thematic-gef/publications/782

For more details please visit:
http://sgp.uz/ru/publications/publications/787
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LaSer LaNd LeveLINg: frOm INTrOducTION TO THe dOmeSTIc 

equIpmeNT prOducTION

P
romotion of laser land levelling (LLL) 
technology in agriculture is one of the 
achievements that were implemented 
successfully in Uzbekistan over the past 

few years.

Land laser leveling refers to the technology of 
mechanized land leveling with laser emitter and 
special trailed equipment that is installed on trac-
tor and scraper. LLL helps to achieve leveling of 
the land within ± 3 cm range and less along the 
axis. When ield surface is perfectly leveled – there 
are no indentations and elevations – the farmer 
achieves uniform water distribution, and reduces 
water consumption by 20-25%, which is especially 
important for our country. Uniform irrigation also 
leads to even crop growth that increases the yield 
by 5-10%.

Currently, laser leveling of agricultural ields was 
successfully introduced and implemented in ive 
regions of Uzbekistan: Khorezm, Karakalpakstan, 
Kashkadarya, Samarkand and Namangan regions. 
As a result, by having leveled more than 2,000 
hectares of land, farmers managed to improve land 
quality. At present, a project on LLL implementation 
is launched in Surkhandarya region.

Implementation of LLL addresses two major irrigat-
ed agriculture problems which our country currently 
faces:

– decrease of soil fertility and, as a consequence, 
reduction of agricultural productivity;

– reduction of the amount of water suitable for ag-
ricultural purposes.

Our partners’ projects on implementation of LLL 
with the support of GEF SGP has demonstrated 
the beneits and advantages of the technology:

1. Rational use of water resources: savings on wa-
tering up to 20-25%.

2. Reduction of the amount of water needed for the 
ield surface preparation (washing out of salt and 
provisional soil watering).

3. Dense and even crop growth.

4. Uniform soil watering.

5. Better product quality and higher yield (up to 
5-10%).

6. Return on investment period: 1-2 years.

This approach also inluences soil conservation 
and other indicators such as:

1. Reduction of soil salinization (desalination).

2. Conservation of soil fertility.

3. More effective weed management.

Positive results of the technology’s implementation 
has attracted attention of the governmental struc-
tures. Currently, Uzbekistan adopted the State 
programme for the implementation and distribution 
of high-performance agricultural machinery in the 
country’s regions, which deservedly include LLL 
equipment. It is worth noting that the production of 
LLL equipment is also included in the State invest-
ment programme within the framework of the De-
cree of the President № 1758 of May 21, 2012 and 
№ 2069 of November 18, 2013. The government 
aims to start domestic production of the LLL equip-
ment in the country.

The representative of agricultural machinery manu-
facturers turned to the GEF SGP in order to assist 
in developing modern production of the LLL equip-
ment, and to help to increase localization of the do-
mestic production. The irst strategic project – «As-
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sistance in localization of agricultural equipment 
production to implement conservation agriculture 
(lasers, laser levels and no-till pneumatic/mechani-
cal drills)» was approved by the GEF SGP and 
had already been launched. The initiator of the 
project is the association of joint-stock companies 
«AGROTEXT'AMIR».

In the context of the project, modernization of pro-
duction capacity of the «CHIRCHIQMASHAGRO» 
company was carried out; the company already 
produces laser levels and other agricultural equip-
ment. Laser levels and scraper’ production lines 
have already been modernized. In addition, the 
purchased equipment will also enable production 
of no-tillage drills which the company is considering 
launching in the near future.

Domestic LLL production will make the equipment 
affordable for the farmers of Uzbekistan and will 
facilitate introduction of the technology across the 
country.

The widespread implementation of laser land level-
ling will allow Uzbekistan to increase its agricultural 
productivity and to reduce the cost of water for ag-
ricultural production.

SpecIaL Offer

Within the framework of the newly launched project on localisation of the LLL equipment produc-

tion, the gef Sgp will offer a reduced price on purchase of laser equipment for the country’s 

farmers. 

The calculations should be made in the national currency of uzbekistan (uzbekistan soum) at the 

exchange rate actual on the date of the payment. You may lease additional equipment from the 
existing leasing companies, already working with the manufacturer. In order to buy the equipment 
at a discount price, farmer must contact the gef Sgp as follows:

The global environmental facility’s Small grants programme in uzbekistan

Tashkent, 100015, mirabadskaya st., 41/3

Tel: + 998 71 120 34 50
Fax: + 998 71 120 34 85
e-mail: alexey.volkov@undp.org 

The gef Sgp will provide you with all information needed to buy the equipment.

In total, 71 laser levels of various productivity will be offered at a discount price. The discount 

rates and prices are provided in the table below:
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equipment
factory 

price

price 

reduction 

in %

price for 1 

kit with the 

reduction from 

gef Sgp

quantity of 

the available 

equipment for the 

reduced price

Laser land level:

Width of scraper bowl’s cut – 5 m
Components:
– Front frame;
– Rear frame;
– Scraper;
– 4 wheels;
– Laser equipment (laser level head/transmitter, re-
ceiver, control panel, cables);
– Hydraulic system (hydraulic valve, hydraulic cylinder 
to lift the bowl/to open left and right side bars of the 
bowl, reduction device with hydraulic pump, oil ilter);
– User manual.

$17,350 15% $14,726 21

Laser land level:

Width of scraper bowl’s cut – from 3,5 m
Components:
– Front frame;
– Rear frame;
– Scraper;
– 2 wheels;
– Laser equipment (laser level head/transmitter, re-
ceiver, control panel, cables);
– Hydraulic system (hydraulic valve, hydraulic cylinder 
to lift the bowl/to open left and right side bars of the 
bowl, reduction device with hydraulic pump, oil ilter);
– User manual.

$16,725 15% $14,216.25 20

Laser land level:

Width of scraper bowl’s cut – from 3 m
Components:
– Front frame;
– Rear frame;
– Scraper;
– 2 wheels;
– Laser equipment (laser level head/transmitter, re-
ceiver, control panel, cables);
– Hydraulic system (hydraulic valve, hydraulic cylinder 
to lift the bowl/to open left and right side bars of the 
bowl, reduction device with hydraulic pump, oil ilter);
– User manual.

$15,450 15% $13,132.5 20

Laser land level (bucket system)

Width of scraper bowl’s cut – up to 3 m
Components:
– Front frame;
– Rear frame;
– Scraper;
– 2 wheels;
– Laser equipment (laser level head/transmitter, re-
ceiver, control panel, cables);
– Hydraulic system (hydraulic valve, hydraulic cylinder 
to lift the bowl/to open left and right side bars of the 
bowl, reduction device with hydraulic pump, oil ilter);
– User manual.

$4,200 10% $3,780 10 

Information about the manufacturer of laser leveling equipment in uzbekistan: 

The «chirchiqmashagro» company was established in 2012 by the «chirchiqselmash» factory in or-

der to implement a number of investment projects including the «Organization of modern agricultural 

equipment production». One of the projects – «Organization of modern laser levels production» – was 

launched after the adoption of the Decree of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan № 1758 of 
may 21, 2012. To date, within the framework of the State program for production localization by the 

Decision of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan № 2298 of February 11, 2015, the company 
has successfully implemented the project in terms of investments and proceeds to a phase of deep 

localization of production of laser levels that will result in localization rate of over 55% in 2016.
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WHere TO fINd fuNdINg fOr BIOgaS pLaNT cONSTrucTION

T
he GEF SGP has carried out a number of 
projects aiming to advance the technolo-
gy of the agricultural waste management 
to produce energy and valuble organic 

fertilizers. We have previously talked about the 
possible gains that can be obtained by convert-
ing organic waste into biogas. In this article once 
again we give a brief overview of the technology 
and talk about where to get money to build a bio-
gas plant (BP).

Biogas in igures
From 1981 to 2006 3.8 million small BPs were 
built and installed in India. In Nepal, where the pop-
ulation size is the same as in Uzbekistan, there is 
the national program that supports biogas energy. 
Thanks to the program 200 thousand small BPs 
were built in rural areas by the end of 2009.

China has the largest number of small biogas 
plants. Interestingly, while in the late 90s of the 
last century over 10 million plants operated in the 
country, by 2010 its number has reached nearly 
40 million! This amount of BPs generates about 
7 billion m³ of biogas annually, which provides 
energy to approximately 60 million people. In 
China the biogas industry employs 600 thousand 
people. 

Uzbekistan is taking its irst steps to wide-scale 
implementation of biogas technologies. According 
to the unoficial data, currently there are just over 
50 BPs of different sizes.

This technology helps to meet a current energy de-
mand of livestock and poultry farms, as well as the 
demand of the households in remote settlements 
with a shortage of centralized power supply.

Nowadays, biogas plants can be widely used to 
solve problems that are mainly related to organic 

waste management. As a result biogas (cheap en-
ergy) and an additional product, high-eficiency or-

ganic fertilizer, are produced.

A caloriic value of 1 m3 of biogas, depending on 
the content of methane in it, is equivalent to the 
combustion of 0.6-0.8 litres of gasoline, 1.3-1.7 kg 
of wood or the use of 5-7 kWh of electricity.

Interesting facts about biogas

first biogas train in Sweden

The world’s irst biogas-powered train is in service 
in Sweden. The train, which runs between Lin-

koeping – to the south of Stockholm - and vaester-

vik, operates by recycling organic waste. Its route 

covers the distance of 80 km.

for the present time the train consists of one coach 

and can carry 60 passengers. In order to develop 

such a coach, a common type of locomotive fiat 

was taken as a basis and its diesel engines were 

replaced with two gas volvo's counterparts. ac-

cording to the constructors, this train is not only 

environmentally friendly, but also do not require 

importing expensive oil.
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The result of implementing the biogas technology 
in many respects depends on accurate calculations 
and correct technical execution which guarantee 
the effectiveness of investments.

Every farmer knows that the uninterruptible 

power supply in agriculture is a key to proit-
ability.

A number of people who wish to implement the 
adavantageous in many respects technology is 
growing. But along with the growing interest in the 
technology, there is a question of where to get the 
funds for construction.

GEF SGP jointly with the UNDP in Uzbekistan 
and national partners have made a lot of efforts 
for the development of the biogas industry in the 
country. In the period of 2008-2014 a number of 
pilot projects for the construction of biogas plants 
have been carried out. They have demonstrated 
their eficiency and proitability under the current 
conditions of agricultural sector development. The 
success of many years of joint work can rightfully 
be considered in signing of a Decree adopted 
on November 25th, 2015 by the Cabinet of the 
Ministers № 343 «On measures to stimulate the 
construction of biogas plants in the livestock and 
poultry farms in the republic». In this regard, we 
want to inform our readers that with the support 
of the World Bank and the International Develop-
ment Association (IDA) in Uzbekistan, a project 
of the Global Environment Facility «Sustainable 
development of agriculture and reducing the ef-
fects of climate change» is being carried out. It 
is being executed by the Agency for restructur-
ing of agricultural enterprises at the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Water Resources of the Republic 
of Uzbekistan. This project supports the devel-
opment and implementation of technologies for 
renewable energy sources (RES) in agriculture.

Within the framework of the project «Support of 
agricultural entreprises. Phase 2» (http://www.rra.
uz/ru/content/project/active/), farms and agricul-
tural businesses can apply for grants and loans for 
implementation and development of the RES tech-
nologies. The grant share is an obligatory part of 
the loan.

According to the terms and conditions of the proj-

ect, the funding will be given on purchase of the 

new equipment and materials only. The proportion 

of the grant differs yearly. In 2015 of 100 % of the 
project budget, 60 % comes as a grant from the 
World Bank, while 30 % is a loan at a preferential 
rate from the IDA, and 10% – as a contribution of 
the beneiciary (farmer). In 2016, the proportion 
will be established as following: 40% – of grant; 
50% – of loan and 10% – of contribution of the 
beneiciary.

The maximum amount of the loan is 500,000 
USD, including sub-loan/lease within the credit 

program of the International Development Asso-

ciation (IDA).

According to the project document, the RES tech-
nologies and practices include:

1. Equipment for biogas production (BP);

2. Solar collectors;

3. Production and use of photovoltaic stations;

4. Energy production from biomass;

5. Energy production from wind;

6. Micro hydroelectric plants;

7. Improvement of energy eficiency in agriculture;

8. Use of effective irrigation pumps.

The credit program covers 8 regions of the Re-
public of Uzbekistan, such as andizhan, Bukhara, 

kashkadarya, Samarkand, Tashkent, Syrdarya, 

djizak and fergana regions. 

The commercial banks participating in the pro-
gram include «Halk Bank», «uzpromstroybank», 

«qishloq qurilish Bank», «Turon Bank», «Ham-

korBank», «Ipak yuli bank».

Credit conditions in the above banks are the same: 
to obtain credit in Uzbekistan som the loan term is 
up to 10 years with an interest rate of 10% per year. 
When applying for a loan in a different currency the 
credit period is up to 10 years and the interest rate 
in this case is 5.5% per year.

In order to receive the funds for the construction of 
BP, farmers should:

at the present time, in a number of areas pilot sites are being established. reS technologies will be tested 

there and anyone could seek advice to familiarize themselves with the technology. 4 pilot sites with water 

lifting systems using solar photovoltaic installations have already been created. These pilot sites are located 

at the farms «Ok suv» in the Andijan region, «Huja Sharoiddin» in the Bukhara region, «Aminzhon Nurly 
Zamin» in the Samarkand region and «povulgon Buston» in the fergana region. at depths between 20-50m, 

the water lifting system’s performance is 50-100 m³ per day. To become familiar with the water lifting systems 

in pilot areas, one should refer to the regional project implementation group.
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1. Contact one of the above-mentioned banks in 
these regions and verify a possibility of getting the 
loan.

2. Prepare a business plan on the construction 
of BP, with regard to the characteristics of the 
BP’s use in your agricultural production. The  
business plan should include calculations rel-
evant to your specific agricultural production, 
such as a) return on use of fertilizers on your 
fields and corresponding crop yield gains; b) 
sales of the produced fertilizers; c) efficiency 
of the enhanced energy supply in your agricul-
tural production (better conditions for young 
livestock, use of energy for greenhouses, use 
of energy for processing production, and other 
information on use of the energy obtained from 
the BP), etc. An example of the business plan 
for the construction of BP, which is prepared by 
the NGO KRASS with assistance from the GEF 
SGP, can be found on the website of the GEF 
SGP: http://sgp.uz/ru/publications http://sgp.uz/
ru/publications/publications/1055.

3. Open a bank account for your farm (enterprise) 
in a bank that will provide the loan.

4. Along with the business plan, provide to the bank 
the following documents:

– Main constitutional documents of the farm or en-
terprise, including a charter and/or a memorandum 
of Association (and its modiications);

– Property evaluation  that was carried out by a 
licensed company;

– preliminary contract of equipment supply, which 
is to be acquired through the loan (technical pass-
port of the equipment, its cost, production capacity, 
etc.). 

5. Provide deposit that represents 125% of the total 
amount of the loan.

During approval process bank specialists will verify 
the provided documents on the farm or enterprise.

Thus, farms and agricultural enterprises in these 
regions will have an opportunity to get funding on 
acquisition and installation of modern BPs.

A biogas plant can also be built independently with 
personal funds. 

All interested parties can consult the step by step 
guide-recommendation on construction of a BP 
«BIOGAS – 11 STEPS TO THE GOAl», which was 
elaborated within the project of the UNDP and the 
Government of Uzbekistan «Supporting Uzbeki-
stan in the transition to a Low Emission Develop-
ment path» (LEDS). This publication is available for 
download in Russian and Uzbek languages on the 
website of the GEF SGP: http://sgp.uz/ru/publica-
tions and on the website of the LEDS project: http://
www.leds.uz/ru/publicationVIE. On the website 
leds.uz you will also be able to ind the database 
on the farmers who had already built BPs. Surely, 
you want to ind some information on the existing 
practices before building your own BP.

It should also be noted that when building a BP, 
you must refer to the State standard of the Repub-
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lic of Uzbekistan No. O'z DSt 2798:2013 approved 
by the Standardization, Metrology and Certiication 
Agency of Uzbekistan.

Biogas technology can play an important role in 
reducing harmful emissions, meet the energy de-
mand of livestock farms and enterprises, and most 

importantly become an effective tool for obtain-

ing highly eficient environmentally friendly or-
ganic fertilizers. The use of such fertilizers al-

lows you to completely stop applying mineral 

fertilizers to the soil, as well as to improve soil 

fertility, and to increase crop yield.

Why organic fertilizers produced by BP are more 
eficient than the conventional fertilizers?

A comprehensive answer to this question was 
given by the farmer Vladimir Pogrebennyi, hus-
band of Nadezhda Durdina, a cattle breeder from 
Sirdarya region. She has been using success-
fully a BP of 30 m3 of volume that was built with 
the support of the GEF SGP since 2010. «Biogas 

is good, for the proprietress and her daily rou-

tine. But what is the most important thing here, 

it’s organic fertilizers. We have our own land and 

on this land we experimented last year. We grow 
alfalfa for livestock, and the irst harvest when we 
used organic fertilizers was good. The next time 
we didn’t use fertilizers and then the crop yield 

dropped sharply. If the irst time (when we used 
organic fertilizers) we harvested 3.5 thousand 
bales, the second time (when we didn’t use or-

ganic fertilizers) we harvested 2 thousand bales 

which is by 43% less than the irst time. Here is 
the gain».

Farmer Vladimir Pogrebennyi in his ield with lucerne
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LaTeST prOjecTS aNd fuTure pLaNS

New Heating System for the facility's green-

house at academy member f. N. rusanov Tash-

kent Botanical garden

A project on construction of a new heating system 
for the facility’s greenhouse has been launched by 
the Environmental Resource Centre “EKOMAK-
TAB” and the Botanical Garden scientists. This 
project is unlike others that the Global Environment 
Facility’s Small Grants Programme (GEF SGP) has 
undertaken. The project does not promote any spe-
ciic practice except for construction of an energy 
eficient heating system. The project mostly aims to 
support scientiic and research activities and serve 
as an example of environmental beneits that can 
be derived through using of and shifting to modern 
technologies.

Even though the initial idea for the project was 
borne two years ago, for various reasons beyond 
GEF SGP’s control, the project was not meant to 
be at the time. Nevertheless, in 2015, to save a 
rare collection of plants, the Botanical Garden lead-
ership jointly with GEF SGP resumed efforts to re-
construct and modernise the heating system for the 
facility’s greenhouse.

The species diversity and composition of the 
tropical and subtropical plant collection at Acad-
emy Member F.N. Rusanov Tashkent Botanical 
Garden is unparalleled in Central Asia. The ori-
gins of the collection trace back to the private 
collection of P.I. Khomutov who served as as-
sistant Syrdarya military governor. Plants also 
had been acquired from the stocks of the Main 
Botanical Garden of the USSR Academy of Sci-
ences (in Leningrad) and its various expeditions. 
The majority of the plants are rare or endangered 
and cannot be found in natural habitats. The col-
lection serves as the foundation for scientiic and 
experimental propagation of sustainable plant 
species for indoor landscaping that relects Uz-
bekistan’s unique climate conditions.

The heating system modernisation was approved 
by the GEF SGP National Steering Committee 
and is to completed in December 2015. Now, the 
greenhouse has an improved and upgraded heat-
ing system and modern boilers. The direct outcome 
of the project, which is key for GEF, is GHGs reduc-
tion through reduction in hydrocarbon energy con-
sumption and respective reduction in greenhouse 
gas emissions. According to preliminary estimates, 
the reduction in carbon dioxide (CO

2
) emissions 

will represent at least 100 tonnes per year. The 
inal data on energy savings will be provided by 
the greenhouse scientists at the end of the heat-
ing system. Moreover, the project’s activities also 

included roof sealing and insulation, as well as sup-
ply of basic ofice equipment for the greenhouse 
and its laboratory.

It is hoped that the assistance from the Global En-
vironment Facility will help to preserve the green-
house’s unparalleled plant collection and will im-
prove the conditions of and facilitate the work of 
the scientists and researchers for the beneit of Uz-
bekistan’s science.

***

establishment of plant micropropagation Labo-

ratory in the Namangan region

The Global Environment Facility’s Small Grants 
Programme in Uzbekistan has supported establish-
ment of in vitro laboratory for plant micropropaga-
tion. The lab will produce seedlings of fruit-bearing, 
decorative and wild trees, shrubs, lowers, etc.

Here is just a small sampling of the beneits that the 
establishment of such a lab provides:

1. Shortening of the selection process. Since tree 
graftage inosculation is occurring as early as in the 
second or third month, seedlings begin to bear fruit 
two to three years earlier.

2. Accelerated transition of the plants from juvenile 
to reproductive stages of development. This will fa-
cilitate shortening of the time period in which the 
planting material reaches standard size to just one 
growing season. Five months following the trans-
plantation from lab containers into the soil, plants 
reach 40 cm in average height, which is greater 
than the height of two-year-old seedlings. Depend-
ing on the propagation method, by the end of the 
irst growing season, many trees grow under cover 
from 0.8 m to 1.8 m.

3. Propagation of plants that are otherwise dificult 
to reproduce through traditional methods. Not all 
types of plants, and even those during the juvenile 
stage, can reproduce through seed and vegetative 
methods with the required success rate (oak, pine, 
spruce, nut trees, etc.). Thanks to the in vitro tech-
nology, a large quantity of seedlings of any plant 
can be grown.

4. Capacity to carry out work year round. As a re-
sult of this project, seedlings can be grown at any 
time of the year.

5. Capacity to automate the growth process. All 
grafting activities and rooting are conducted with 
the help of modern specialised equipment, which 
signiicantly reduces time.

6. Reduction of space required for growth of the 
planting stock. Special containers used for seed-
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lings are placed on multiple vertically assembled 
racks.

7. The lab can produce from 10,000 to 15,000 tree 
seedlings in six months.

The lab will be located in the facilities of the Na-
mangan State University. Interested farmers can 
order any required plants. The lab has already re-
ceived an order from the Mingbulak District Kho-
kimyat (administration) for 10,000 seedlings of vari-
ous trees for forest restoration activities.

The lab telephone number is: + 998 91 363 98 59

***

establishment of Bird Sanctuary

At the initiative of Yelena Abdullayeva and Pavel 
Karabayev and with the support of GEF SGP, a bird 
sanctuary is being established in Tashkent. Prior to 
the establishment of the sanctuary, youths inde-
pendently and on their own were helping to care for 
and release wild birds that had been either found or 
coniscated from illegal capture.

At the end of 2015, four such «rescue» seasons 
have been completed saving 331 birds. Until re-
cently, the birds were being cared for in private 
apartments. Through this project, an aviary has 
been constructed to house and care for the birds as 
well as special conditions have been established 
for production of feed (insects, rodents, etc.) for the 
birds.

The project is also supported by Uzbekistan 
State Biological Control and Bird Protection So-
ciety. You can learn more about the Sanctuary 
by following the link to the recently established 
website: www.swifts.uz.

If you have found or are aware of an injured or ille-
gally captured bird, please call the Sanctuary at the 
following telephone numbers: +998 90 109 15 04 or  
+998 90 323 43 26.

***

future plans

Small Grants Programme receives funding from 
the Global Environment Facility to provide grant-
making for the beneit of local communities. The 
funds are distributed by GEF both directly and to 
the country, which determines the projects to be 
funded. The Facility allocates funding based on 
a four-year budget cycle. Presently, the GEF has 
commenced its sixth budget cycle.

The Global Environment Facility has provided 
400,000 USD. The remaining funding was to be 
provided from funds that GEF allocated to Uzbeki-
stan. However, due to the fact that the entire GEF 
budget has been already distributed among other 
large projects, our programme is facing rather dire 
prospects. Therefore, in the next 2015-2019 bud-
get cycle, the GEF Small Grants Programme in Uz-
bekistan has only 400,000 USD available for future 
projects.

To get the most out of the available funding, it has 
been decided to place focus on projects within a 
single landscape. NGO ECOSAN has performed 
for the GEF SGP work on preparation of a proj-
ect document for the next cycle – the GEF SGP 
Country Programme Strategy. Please visit our Pro-
gramme’s website for detailed information about 
the strategy.

Promotion of conservation agriculture has been de-
ined as the key area for the next cycle. Accordingly, 
in the next four years, the GEF SGP is prepared to 
support projects promoting practices and technolo-
gies that preserve soil fertility, prevent soil degra-
dation, and increase agricultural eficiency thanks 
to the improvement of the natural capital that has 
been discussed in this issue.

The main beneiciaries of this project will be farm-
ing and rural communities. We invite you to submit 
to the GEF SGP you applications for projects in this 
subject area. We look forward to supporting and 
assisting you in implementation of the projects in 
this focal area.


